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Studies of antisocial hehavinr in small children have tvnicellv found 

either that hovs are more antisocial and aenressive than niris or that there is 

no difference. As is customary with nsvchnlonists, those studies that found 

no difference have heen disrenarded as merely failures to ciisnrove the null 

hvnothesis, and thus a sex stereotvne has been nernetueted. But there is an 

alternative internretation, which is that a sex difference in antisocial beha-

vior only exists under certain circumstances. If sex differences annear only 

under certain conditions, rather than heinn consistent, all-nervasive nresences, 

then it is crucial to make certain that one knows what effects a niven exneri-

mental maninulaticn has on suhiects. An exnerimenter may believe he is tree-

tinn all subiects alike because 'IP uses A sinnle exneri'nental maninulation on 

all of them. But between a treatment and its effect comes the cause. An 

exnerimentel raninulation (A) ma" arouse different needs in different decrees 

(9) in the two sexes; and if different needs are aroused in different decrees, 

the two sexes are likely to nroduce different kinds or decrees of 4havior (C). 

nefore drawing hasty conclusions that causes C 	in this case, for examnle, 

that frustration or a school task (A) makes boys hehave more annressivelv than 

girls (C), it is imnortant to ascertain whether the maninulation itself nroduces 

the sex difference in behavior or whether the sex difference results from diffe-

rent need streneths. In evaluatinn the literature on Sex differences in snores, 

siveness, the sex differences in two salient needs must he considered. They 

are need for achievement and need for social annroval, the first of which is 

stronger in boys ("cClelland et al., 1951! "accohv, 19F5) and the second of 

which is stronger in eirls ("accohv, 19A6 Crandall et al., 1960; Bach,1945). 

Because need for achievement (neck) is tvnicallv hinher in hovs, frustra-

tion of that need would likely result in more aneressive or antisocial behavior 

than frustration of that need in niris. If all subiects fail on a task, that 
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failure per se is crucial to the boys and will frustrate them, arousinn 

their need for achievement. But for the nirls the failure is less imnortant 

if there is another route to social annroval, as when an exnerimenter is nresent 

in the room. In a stud" or classroom in which both boys and nirls fail a 

task and then sex differences in behavior are measured, those sex differences 

will nrohahly he maenified• the hews' more basic need (for achievement) remains 

frustrated, hut the nirls' more basic need (for annroval) can he satisfied if 

the exnerimenter or teacher remains in the room. If boys and nirls are both 

exnosed to a failure exnerience, then nirls have a way out, and hoes have less 

of a way out. The girls' way nut 4s instead te win social annroval. So in a 

situation in which both sexes fail, then if an adult is nresent and the chil-

dren have scone for nrosocial behavior, the nirls will make use of that to 

redress the balance and main annroval, whereas the boys will net less out of 

that. 

From an exnerimental noint of view, then, studies that include failure 

experiences (Berkowitz and Connor, 1966; Lippitt and Gold, 1959; French, 1955)* 

would thus he more likely to nrnduce a sex difference in antisocial behavior 

than studies that do not ( Pandlnn and cress, 19597 murnhv, 1937: Ugurel-Semin, 

1952)..That, in fact, annears to be the case. similarly, studies that hive an 

adult nresent (Luria et al., 1963 Linnitt and Gold, 1959: Posenhlith, 1959; 
** 

Sears et al., 1965) whilethe denendent measure is	helot' taken would be more 

likely to nroduce a sex difference in antisocial behavior than studies in which

no adult is nresent (Staub, 1971, unnublished manuscrint! Hartshorne and "es, 

1930; Hartshorne et al., 1929), and that, in fact, appears to be the case. 

From a clinical Point of view, school is often a failure-with-adult-

observation situation. In schonl a child fails and is seer to fail. 'Then boys 

* See also Zunich, 1964 
**See also Grinder. 1964
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fail in school and are seen to fail, that is that: They have failed. "hen 

girls fail in school and are seen to fail, the" car he nice and sweet, to net 

annrnval in that way, which makes it a Netter situation for them. 

The study was designed as follows. There were four conditions, each of 

which contained 10 nirls and 10 hoes, o' mean ane 8 Years and 6 months. There 

were a Success and a Failure condition. The children were (Oven a coding task, 

which was arranoel so that the results could he internreted to them as either 

a successful or a failino nerformance. Then the children, after that internre-

tation, were given six candies for doing the task, and they were told that thew 

could either keen all of those candies for themselves or leave some or all for 

other children. That was done under each 04 two conditions, either rhservation 

when an adult would ohyiously he there while they made their decision and 

took action with resnect to the canc'v, and "on-observation -- when no adult 

was nresent. The denendent variable was ho'.' much candy the children would 

leave under the various conditions. 

A 2 X 2 X 2 analvsis of variance "or nonnarametric desinns (rrizzle et al., 

1969) revealed the following (Table 1). The nirls in the railure observation 

condition left the most candy fnr other chileren 	they behaved the most 

altruistically or nrosocially, and the boys in the Failure "on-observation 

condition left significantly less and on a rank-order basis (Table 3) left the 

least. A comparison of the cell means for the ^iris' railure rhservation and 

Boys' Failure tion-observation condition; revealed the difference to he highly 

significant bee15.67, p,.0001).Whereas the Failure Observation girls'

mean (see Table 2) was 3.8 nieces of candy, the Failure Non-observation boys' 

mean was only 0.4 pieces. These two means were the hinhest and lowest, resnec-

tivelv, of all exnerimental conditions. rurthermore, this 'wasthe Only sinni-

ficant sex difference found. Non other comparison of any boy' nroun with any 

nirls' nroun nroduced a sinnicicant difference. 

https://bee15.67
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To rehearse the model: When children fail thew are frustrated. If thew are 

observed, they will he under certain constraints to behave altruistically anyway, 

the oirls because they are suonosed to he nice to get aonroval, and the boys 

because of fear of authority. It was needicted that the railure nbservation 

condition would result in children leaving the most candy hut that within that 

condition girls would leave more than boys. It was also predicted that in the 

Failure Non-observation condition children would leave the least candy because 

without observation girls would behave more as bows do, and within that condition 

the boys would leave least, beim+ more frustrated by that failure. The Kendall 

rank-order coefficient did nive a significant rank-order accordion to these "re-

dictions (Table 3), with the Success conditions in the middle. 

An analysis of variance was also nerformed among the variances (Miller, 1964). 

That was based on the followino "remise: If a group of children (e.a., boys) is 

taught from an early age that achievement is crucial to other oeonle's evaluation 

of them, then they must make some definite decision about achievement; they must 

decide either that they will worry about it or that they will not hut will find 

some way to deal with sociezv's tendency to devaluate them because of their lack 

of sex-appropriate concern. ror a dimension which is of sionificance to a oroun, 

therefore, that groan will have a coherent annroach or strateov of resnonse and 

show little variance on that dimension. Thus, the boys would show little variance 

in relation to the Success-Failure dimension, because it is salient for them. Nut 

for girls, the variation would verne on randomness. If the dimension is not 

salient there will be scope for individual differences, and there will be much 

variance. Thus, in terms of within-cell variances, the oirls' behavior with 

respect to achievement would be exnected to verve on randomness, while the boys' 

variance would be minimal. The oonosite-sex nattern would be nredicted for social 

approval. 

The findings were the followino (Table 5): The cure "achievement" condition 
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was Failure Mon-observation, for it was in that condition that children exnerienced 

task failure and were then elven no chance either to succeed on a task or to win 

social annroval another 	The nure "social annroval" condition was the Failure 

observation condition; task success often brines annroval, but here the children 

had failed on a task, after which they were riven the chance to win social annroval 

As exnected, there was a sinnificant three-way interaction for the variances 

(F=4.06, p<.05), such that the nirls' smallest variance was in the railure 

observation (social annroval) condition,* and the boys' smallest variance was 

in the Failure "on-observation (achievement) condition. The nirls' nreatest 

variance anneared in the Failure Mon-observation condition, in which they had 

iust been denied social annroval (due to their failure on the task) and, further-

more, all chance to earn social annroval was excluded (no adult was nresent who 

might have rewarded them for leavinn a lot of candy). Therefore, the Failure 

Mon-observation condition was the least relevant for girls, because it was the 

most totally divorced from the chance to earn social annroval. ror boys, the 

nreatest variance anneared in the railure observation condition, in ,dhiCh their 

frustration over task failure had been aroused and thew were then nut in a situa-

tion filled with social nressure. Even bolls who are not narticularlv anxious to 

win social annroval do, however, fear social disanmroval or nunish"ent, such as 

often results from antisocial behavior. come boys amnarentiv reacted mrimarily to 

the fear of nunishment which resulted from the observation mart of the situation, 

* Althouch numerically the oirls' least variance was in the success "on-observa-
tion condition, that variance is actually virtually identical to the variance 
for girls in the Failure Observation condition. Peasoninn sinilar to the above 
would account for the small variance in the Success "'on-observation condition for 
girls, because the success would satisfy their need for annroval, and the lack of 
an observer would not arouse the need again, nor would it nut social nressure on 
the girls to behave prosocially (as Success observation would do). 
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thus nroducinn wide variation in resnonsas. (The exnerirerters' subjective ohserva-

tionc of the children's incidental, non-measured behavior in the exneriment sunnorts 

this internretation of the data.) 

one other noint related to the earls' railure nbservation condition concerns 

theories of moral develonment. Planet (1932) and Kohlhere (lnf4) have both 

cunnested that there is a stable order of nronression throunh the stares of moral 

develnnment hut that the sneed of nrneression can vary from one child to annthor 

(Flkind, 1970; Lancer, 1U9). That sneed is 'mown to he increased 'v a hinher 

intellinence nuotient and bv social class. The subjects in this exneriment were 

from the chronolonical ace nroun at which their riddle-class reers would he nrena-

rine to heein to share as much as half of their can& with other children. There-

fore, it is likely that these children were nowhere near that starve, since our 

suhiects were from the la,,er social classes. This is borne out by the fact that in 

no condition other than nirls' railure nhservation did the children leave as much 

as half of their candw. nnlv in eirls' railure nhservation did the mean no over 

the halfwa,mark ("e3.8). This illustrates how, b" lust the rieht combination of  

circumstances, it is nossible to cause cbildren to bebavr as if thew were in a star,  

of moral develonment which is one sten above their actual current level. Piaget

bad shown that this ''as ocKsWIP in nrinciele, hut the current stuev underlines the 

newer of social annroval to cbanne nirls' hehavinr. 

It can he tentativel" sunnestee on the basis of the Sex XFeed back trend (Table

1) in the "resent research that some studies show no sex difference because a sex 

difference in antisocial behavior exists onlv under some circumstances. As sugges-

ted earlier, studies which include failure for all subjects ma" he more likely to 

nroduce a sex difference than studies Olich omit failure or include success exne-

riences for all subjects. 

A sex difference in prosocial behavior might also he aggravated by an experi-
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rimenter's failure to make clear whether the child's helavior would he observer!. 

it is known that the mossihilitv of ohtaininm ammroval ner se tends to he more 

immortant to oirls than to hoes, as discussed earlier. Consenuently, it would 

not be surmrisinq if the boys assumed no one mould he watchinp (i.e., hoes' "on-

observation) hut the girls behaved mrosocially, "lust in case" (oirls' nbservation) 

The mresent study has demonstrated that ender such conditions the sex difference 

in behavior would he maximized. 

An immlication of the nresent data is that future invettinators would do well 

to determine whether there are uneeuil variances in their cells. it ammears that, 

in drawino conclusions about the mermanence of sex difierences in hehdvire, one 

ought to observe not only the two sexes average tendencies but also their mallea-

bility and the circumstances which can increase or decrease the uniformity of their 

resmonses. The variance findinos in the mresent study hinhlioht the immrrtance 

which sex differences in past history play it children's interpretations of a 

situation. in the railure "on-observation condition, when the children were left 

free to resmond only on the basis of their failure, the hovt' uniform behavior 

contrasted strikingly with the nirls' widely varyiro resnonses. Clearly, the bows 

felt called ueon to behave in a marticular maw, but the oirls did not. As dis-

cussed, the reverse eattern occurred in the rallure "or-observation condition. 

'that do the data cunnest eout the mermanence of sex differences in behavior? 

In school, and frenuentiv in frustration exneriments, children have a choice of 

whether to deal directly "ith their failure pr to shift the dimension of interactio 

elsewhere. The findinos on variances in this exmeriment (which mere not mredicted) 

suomest that oirls mill make that shift in a simnificantiv uniform fashion but 

that toyt mill not do so. This is net to deny that members of both sexes are to 

some extent affected by both kinds of needs. One other aspect of the data suggests 

the fruitfulness of further work in the area. That is the distribution of relative 

uniform as onnoted to more nearly random resnondinm for the sexes in di'ferent 
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conditionsoyhich was discussed earlier. "ork be nrevinus researchers also 

suggests that the sex difference in choice of dimension of intereaction is real.

ouch exnerimental work as that of Hood and Pack (1971) exemplifies this. They

found that, when males and females were asked to volunteer to he subjects in 

several exneriments which were described to them at length, the males most often 

chose the clearly comnetitive exneriment, and the females chose the one concerned 

with social approval. Girls, when given the chance, choose the social approval 

dimension for interaction, whereas hoes do not. 

Many earlier studies had attemnted to elicit antisocial behavior and, in the 

nrocess, incidentally included either a success ma failure exnerience or else 

included the Presence or absence of an adult for all subiects. It best, some 

of the studies systematically varied one or then other of the needs for achievement 

and for social annroval. In the nresent stud", with variations in both of these 

dimensions, an attemnt was made to simulate the school exnerienca. Further, it 

was attemnted, by varying two dimensions which are sex-differentially imnertant 

to children, to demonstrate that combinations of these two dimensions could affect 

the magnitude of sex differences in antisocial behavior. The current stud" nro-

vided some sunnort for these notions by nroducinr a maximal sex difference in 

antisocial behavior through channel in environmental conditions and ahelishinn 

that sex difference through other environmental channes. It is possible that the 

effect would have b-en even more dramatic if the suhierts had been white and 

middle-class, for the subjects were black, low SES children, whereas the hypo-

theses were based unon research using white, middle-class children. This is an 

imnortant noint hecause of such facts as that black nirls. nIch is higher than 

that of white girls. An unpredicted but significant pattern of variances sugges-

ted that the sex differences may increase or decrease in ways which would appear 

in the variances rather than in the means. nut hoth the mean and the variance date 
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point up the promise of the theoretical basis outlined here for future insight 

into the nature and pattern of sex differences. 

What might be the clinical application for this approach? Considering the 

effect that sex stereotypes have on the way children live in a substantial segment 

of their lives, namely the classroom, it is annarent that a "articular sex stereo-

tvne actually redounds to the advantane of women. Recause little oirls are rewarde 

(hv "arents and teachers) for seeking social approvaland bovs are less rewarded 

for that, and because bovs are punished more than girls for failures to achieve, 

the classroom is a happier place for girls. It should be noted, however, that 

these same facts will make achievement motivation for its own sake less likely 

(because less necessarv, less rewarding) for girls. These factors seem a likely 

reason (thounh certainly not the only one) that h0v5 an"ear in reflorts of learninn 

failure so much more than girls: Society cares, and, therefore, society notices 

more when boys fail than when girls fail. This study focuses attention on the 

mint that sex stereotwies have adverse effects in some situation; on males and 

in others on females. They have adverse effects on people. 



  

   

    

  

   

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OFVariance for Mean
Numberof Candies Left

n< 

Sex (A) 2.44 .119 
Feedhad (B) 3.21 .073 
Abservation(C) 8.68 .003** 
1 X n 2.31 .129 
4 X C 0.07 .797 
n X C 7.29 .007* 
fiXnXC 9.07 

* n < .01
** n .005

.798 

TABLE 2

Mean Number of Candies Left*

Condition Bows' "ean rirls' "ean 

cn 2.g 1.6) 2.4 1.4 

FA 
2.3 1.3) 2.5 1.5 
3.6 2.6) 4.8 3.8 
1.4 A.4) 2.5 1.5) 

* Means were linearly transformed in the 
nrocedure for the non-narametric analysis 
of variance. Raw means are noted here 
in narentheses. 

TABLE 3 

Predicted and Actual Rankings of Conditions, with Means

Condition Predicted Rank
a 

Actual Rank Actual Mean b 

rirls' FA 
Bows' FA 

1 
2 

	
1 	
2 

3.8 
2.6

rirls' SA 4.5 1.0  
Rows' SA 
"iris' c" 

4.5 
4.5 

3.5 	
5 

1.6 
1.5 

Povs' Cm 4.5 1.3 
rirls' 7 3.5 1.5 
Bows' F1' 8 0.4 

	

	

	
a
By Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient test, no .5"7, n< .n31, two-
tailed, for correlation between nreeicted ranl'-order and actual ran*-order. 

b
Mean=average number of candies left by children in that condition 



 

TABLE 4 

Analysis of Variance on theVariances Variance by Cell
F p<

Sex (A) .080
Feedhack (0) .002 
Observation(C) .101 
A X B 1.210 

NS
NS
NS
NS

A 	X C 1.780 NS
X C 0.310 NS

AX1XC 4.060 .05 

TABLE 5

Condition Bovs' variance girls' varianc 

51  4.04 3.82 
C" 3.79 1.83 
P^ 4.93 1.96 
F" 0.50 6.50

TABLE 6 

Assignment of Subjects to Condition

Observation 	"on-rbservatien 
Success 

In rirls 	 11 girls 
19 hovs 	 10 Nws 

Failure 
10 girls 	 11 eirls 
10 bons 	 hnws 

Age ranee for all suhiects: 7 nears and 1 month to 10 vaars and 3 months 

Averve ane for hovsa 8 nears and 7 months 

Average aee for nirlsa 8 yens and 6 months 
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